“I remember your genuine faith, for you share the faith that first filled your grandmother Lois and your
mother, Eunice. I know that same faith continues strong in you. This is why I remind you to

Lift Up Your Hearts!

stir into flame the gift God gave you

when I laid my hands on you. For God has not given us a spirit of fear and timidity,
but of power, love, and self-discipline.”
Saint Paul writing to Saint Timothy

How can we help?

Decorative Ceiling Design

Pray for the success of this project
Discern how you and your family can support this
project for our parish. If you have never participated in
the DPAA - this is the year to begin!
Support this project through the DPAA 2019

All monies given to the DPAA over our goal are returned to our parish
100% without diocesan tax / assessments.
All parishioners should have received a pledge card in the mail from the
diocese. Extra cards will be available in Church, or by contacting the parish
office.
Commitment Weekend is March 23/24. Pledges and payments can be made at any time.
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Consider making a sacrificial gift to the DPAA this year with the idea of
supporting this project.
• Gifts to the DPAA can be one-time gifts, or spread out over the
course of the year (weekly, monthly etc.)
• Cash given to the DPAA through Saint Timothy
• Make credit card & EFT contributions online at www.covdio.org
• Donate appreciated securities or stocks. Call the Stewardship Office or the Parish Office

Our Goal for the DPAA 2019 is $663,600 (which includes $163,000
to the Diocese for our portion of the DPAA).

Revised
Sanctuary
Platform
Design

Saint Timothy Church Renovation Project 2019
March 15, 2019
Dear Saint Timothy Parishioner:
At Masses this weekend we introduced our plans for the renovation of our worship space. We are very excited about this project
and hope that you will join us in making this a reality for our parish and the future generation of parishioners at Saint Timothy. To
make this project a reality we need the help and support of you and your family.
Our current Church Building has served our community well. It has weathered the past 20 years with grace, and a few bumps.
Structurally, the building is in good shape. In 2017, new heating and air conditioners were installed, and in 2018, a new roof was
installed. While the “bones” are good, the inside hasn’t fared so well. Aesthetically, the building is starting to show its age. Items
that were intended to be temporary at their installation became permanent. The carpeting is tired, raveled and torn, the ceiling is
stained from leaks, ceiling tiles are brittle and falling, lighting is inadequate, pews are water damaged, kneelers need work, and space
initially designed for other purposes is no longer functional.
In 2018, we conducted a survey. The feedback was clear. Parishioners saw that work needed to be done to address the physical
structure, and prioritized many of the issues listed above, such as flooring, pews/seating, ease of access to the sanctuary (such as
handrails), lighting, and better use of the space initially intended for daily mass.
Towards the end of 2018, Saint Timothy contracted liturgical artist and architecture firm New Guild Art and Design Studio of Pittsburgh to advise us on renovating and updating our worship space. We are excited to present to you their plans for the next
chapter of our worshiping community.
As Catholics, we believe that all we have is a gift from God. Our lives, as Disciples of Christ, involve sharing these gifts. We are
partnering with the Diocesan Parish Annual Appeal (DPAA) campaign to fund this project. The DPAA helps provide education
and faith formation for adults and children throughout the diocese; it helps encourage men women to answer God’s call to serve
the Church as priests, deacons and members of consecrated life. It provides care for our retired priests and helps the poorest of
our brothers and sisters through Catholic Charities.
The DPAA rebate program allows us to “piggy-back” on the campaign for parish projects. Utilizing the DPAA for this saves the
parish much in terms of administration time and costs of a new capital campaign. 100% of the money collected over our diocesan
goal is returned to our parish, restricted for the renovations, without the diocesan assessment tax.
This project requires that we all do our part to see it succeed. Would you join us in supporting this project? Your contributions, no matter the size, will help ensure that Saint Timothy Parish is a place of beauty and rest for our generation and
the generations that follow. If you have never given to the DPAA before, this is the year to start!

The revised sanctuary platform
showing the new
ramps and
decorative walls.

Let us work together, to continue to stir into flame the gifts that God has entrusted us with for our current generation, and
for the generation of believers that follow!
Walk in love as Christ has loved us!
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Fr. Rick Bolte						Fr. Ross Kelsch
Pastor							Parochial Vicar
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The Price Tag
This project is extensive and will require
the work of professionals. Almost everything in the space will need to be touched,
moved, patched or painted.
The estimated cost for this project is
$1 million dollars.

At Saint Timothy, our primary mission is the
praise and worship of God through liturgy.
Our worship space boldly exemplifies our
faith through structure, art, and beauty as
we listen to the Word of God, pray, receive
the Sacraments and celebrate the Eucharist
- the source and summit of our faith.

We have raised $97,000
through the DPAA in 2018
that goes toward this project.

This renovation tells a story of what we believe, what we value and what we want to
pass on to the next generation of believers.
This Church is a visible building; it stands as a
particular sign of the pilgrim Church on earth
and reflects the Church dwelling in heaven.

To begin work on this project,
we are required by the Diocese to have
50% cash in hand, and 50% pledged.
Our fundraising goal is two-fold:
Funds: Raise 50% of the total needed
through the DPAA 2019 and to raise the
remaining portion through DPAA 2020..

New Guild Studio has worked diligently to
ensure that the new design fits the structure
and style of our building, accommodates the
needs of our parishioners and is worthy of
the celebration of the Sacred Liturgy. After
many consultations, they have provided us
with these beautiful renderings of the newly
envisioned space.

Participation: Increase participation of
our families in the DPAA and this project.
Last year 385 families gave to the DPAA.
Our goal for DPAA 2019 is to double our
participation to 770 households.
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Nave & Pew Reconfiguration

The nave is the body of the church where the People of God gather. By moving the
sanctuary platform back, we are able to add two full rows of pews to the nave. Pews
that are damaged by water or other issues will be fixed or replaced. All kneelers will
be repaired and re-padded with new foam cushions. Chairs throughout the space
will be repaired and re-padded. Our seating capacity will increase by 50 for a total of
850 seats in the pews.

New Flooring

Replace the existing carpet with new carpet under the pews and side aisles and tile
in the Sanctuary, center aisle and baptistery. Decorative tile medallions will be placed
around the baptistery and in front of the altar to highlight the indispensable connection between Baptism and the Eucharist.

New Ceiling & Lighting

Replace the existing drop ceiling with a new decorative ceiling (see detail on back
page) and install a new energy efficient lighting system that is designed to appropriately light the entire space.

The Plan
Renovation of the Sanctuary

The sanctuary is the space where the Altar of Sacrifice, Altar of Repose and the Ambo stand. The special character of the sanctuary
is emphasized and enhanced by the distinctiveness of its design and
furnishings. This plan includes the removal of the current sanctuary
platform, reconstruction of a new platform that utilizes the space
originally intended for daily Mass. Creation of new focal walls with
decorative artwork including unique icons of Saint Timothy and Saint
Paul. Incorporating our existing Altar of Repose (the Tabernacle Altar), and the modification of the Altar of Sacrifice, a new Ambo (lectern), a new Tabernacle, Crucifix, and sanctuary furniture.
Moving the credence counter behind the new wall.
Addition of ramps on both sides of the sanctuary with hand railings.

Relocation of the Choir

Relocating the Choir allows us to use the sanctuary space more effectively and to
give our music ministers more room to assist the Liturgy. Our current choir space
limits the seating capacity and flexibility. In addition, the choir will be able to better
support the assembly in their Songs of praise to God from within the assembly, as
opposed to “singing at the assembly.”

Baptismal Font Upgrades

In keeping with the rest of the new design, the baptismal font will receive needed
updates including the replacing of the damaged wood, the addition of marble, a new
design for the inside and a new insert to ensure visual continuity.

Gathering Space Upgrades

Lighting upgrades and the moving of the current Crucifix with accent art to the center of the Gathering Space.

